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Since the COVID-19 pandemic struck almost two years ago, the Pueblo of Laguna has
worked diligently to protect our community. Near universal vaccination, widespread
testing, diligent contact tracing and supported quarantine and isolation have helped keep
our children, elders, and families safe. We mourn those we have lost and empathize with
the many who suffer. We maintain our commitment to limit the impact of this disease. 

In recent weeks, following the sharp rise and steady fall of the Omicron variant, the
pandemic appears to be entering a new phase. Guidance from the Centers for Disease
Control and the best science available indicate that, with current variants, the pandemic's
most infectious phase is ending. Now, we must begin the cautious transition to learning
to live with the virus, taking science-backed measures to balance the risk of infection
against living in relationship with our families and community. 

The Amended Executive Order No. 6 initiates a new phase in our strategy. The Pueblo,
with the steady leadership and implementation of the Emergency Operations Command,
will continue to provide accurate information and communication, access to up-to-date
vaccinations (including all boosters), and freely available surveillance testing necessary
to allow early COVID-19 treatment. But now is time for the responsibility to protect our
community to begin to return primarily to individuals. We are each responsible for taking
steps to protect us all. 

New variants of COVID-19 will continue to emerge, each presenting different health 
risks. It is possible that we will need to re-impose some mandatory measures. For
now, however, it is time to move from mandates to strong encouragement to keep
vaccinations updated, use masks when inside with non-family members, and participate
in regular surveillance testing. 

This Amended Executive Order No. 6 is promulgated by authority of the Governor, with
support of the Pueblo Council, under the Declaration of Public Health Emergency issued
by the Governor on March 20, 2020 with the unanimous consent and support of the
Council. This Order supersedes all previous Executive Orders issued under the
Declaration except where specifically stated. This Order applies to any person present
within the Pueblo's jurisdiction, but nothing in this Order modifies or has any effect upon
the COVID-19 related orders or any other law of another state or tribal jurisdiction.
Violation of this order shall subject the violator to criminal prosecution and civil liability. 
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